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Diesel® Chronograph Watch 
Big and bold for the perfect pop of attitude, this 
chunky stainless steel case and deep grey dial 
with silver hour markers, high-visibility hands, 
date function and chronograph, fastens with a 
genuine leather brown strap. Water resistant to 
100 meters. Lexus  on side of box.
00625-19171-100

Ripley Watch
A classically styled watch that can adapt to casual 
or dressy attire. Features solid brass case with 
brushed silver finish and unique tachymeter bezel, 
luminous sweeping hands and three subdials. 
Water-resistant construction.
00625-19171-400
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Michael Kors  
Runway Twist Watch 
Beautifully twisted two-tone  
bracelet watch by designer Michael 
Kors. Features a light silver dial  
with delicate tonal accents, three 
subdials and date window, and is 
water resistant up to 50 meters.  
Lexus  on back of case.
00625-19171-200
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Paxton 3-in-1 Jacket 
When you need weather protection and warmth, this jacket is an 
over-achieving marvel. Not only is the shell seam-sealed and  
waterproof, it is temperature rated for the range 34º F to -3º F  
when combined with the two-layer, soft shell liner. Black. M-XXL.
00625-19174-09*

Cutter & Buck® DryTec™ Half-Zip 
A moisture-wicking miracle with a bold hint of color along the inside 
mock collar with soft, 100% polyester jersey heather construction 
and contrast topstitching, this is a lightweight layer you can use year 
round. Charcoal/Heather Orange. M-XXL.
00625-19174-19*
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Gravity Long-sleeve Fleece
A lighter-weight jacket that  
goes the distance, it features  
100% polyester brushed-back  
moisture-wicking fleece with 
contrast topstitching and reflective 
piping along the zipper. Carbon 
Heather. M-XXL.
00625-19164-09*

Northfield Jacket 
The on-trend mélange pattern is  
not the only highlight here.  
Well-engineered details like an 
inside storm placket and chin guard 
help keep you comfortable and 
protected, and a back vent system 
adds breathability. 100% polyester. 
Lexus logo on back neck. Carbon. 
M-XXL. 
00625-19173-99*
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Ice Polo
This 100% polyester mesh polo 
is a cool look when the weather’s 
hot, featuring open sleeves and a 
comfortable rib-knit collar that are 
sure to keep the temperature at 
bay. Black. M-XXL.
00625-19165-49*

Callaway® Tech Polo
A perfect polo for a day on the 
links or business casual wear, 
featuring 100% performance 
polyester with built-in moisture 
management technology. 
Smoked Pearl. M-XXL.
00625-19165-69*

Puma® Golf Tech Polo 
Quality-crafted with moisture management properties inherent in the fabric, a streamlined 
silhouette and innovative seaming system provide ease of movement. 100% polyester. 
Orange. M-XXL.
00625-19175-49*
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Harbor Textured  
Stripe Polo 
A fashion-forward polo has moisture 
management and UV protection 
built right in. Whether you’re on  
the course or in the office, this  
shirt performs. 100% polyester. 
Black/Grey/White. M-XXL. Lexus 
linear logo on left sleeve.
00625-19175-69*

Colburg Polo
Easy-care, short-sleeve polo that 
maintains its sharp appearance 
wash after wash. UV protection 
and moisture-wicking properties 
add to its appeal in addition to 
embroidered Lexus logo on  
the back neck. 100% polyester. 
Oxford Gray. M-XXL. Lexus   
on back of neck.
00625-19175-89*

Callaway® Signature 
Performance Polo
Distinct contrast stripes 
along the chest and sleeves 
provide a dash of boldness 
to shake up any wardrobe. 
100% moisture-wicking 
polyester. Black/Blue/White. 
M-XXL.
00625-19175-59*
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Lexus Tee
A classic, 100% cotton T-shirt 
for casual wear features the 
Lexus emblem on the front and 
stylized Lexus on the back. Black. 
M-XXL.
00625-19160-39*
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(D) Flat Bill Cap
Structured polyester and spandex-blend cap 
built for performance. It comes with a flat  
visor that has the ability to be shaped. Black. 
Universal flex-fit. LG-XL (7-3/8-8).
00625-19161-500

(A) Ladies’ Sparkle Hat
A feminine fit and design with a touch of 
eye-catching bling, this hat features a 1-inch 
Lexus L made from crystals adorning the  
front. Black. One size.
00625-19172-600

(B) Ladies’ Athletic Cap
Well-suited for easy weekend style, it’s made 
from four-way stretch performance fabric for a 
custom fit and a Velcro® closure with PVC tab. 
Grey. One size.
00625-19169-500

(E) Accent Cap
Retail inspired, contemporary two-tone cap 
offers a structured fit in cotton twill with a 
self-adjust Velcro® closure. Slate/Silverstone. 
One size.
00625-19161-600

(C) Ladies’ Velocity Cap
Hot pink accents add a boldly feminine touch  
to this cap with a fold-over Velcro® strap.  
Black/Pink. One size.
00625-19169-900

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
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(E) Jersey Knit Cap
This classic 2-tone finish is stylish  
and comfortable with a raised black 
embroidered Lexus emblem on the 
front and contrast visor stitching.
Light gray/dark gray. One size. 
00625-19169-400

(F) Newport Cap
Engineered for ultimate wearability 
with structured construction,  
mesh performance fabric and  
a self-adjust Velcro® closure.  
Black/gray. One size. 
00625-19169-800

(G) Performance Cap
Sporty styling includes mesh  
overlays on the front panel and  
visor edge. Black. One size.
00625-19143-000

(H) Pinnacle Cap
A comfortable, champion-style cap 
made from tough and breathable 
cotton twill, self-adjust Velcro®  
closure. Grey/White/Black. One 
size. Lexus linear logo on back.
00625-19169-700

(A) Copley Cap 
Fashionable and functional with  
a hidden zippered pocket,  
unstructured style, mesh inserts for 
breathability and a self-adjust  
Velcro® closure. Platinum. One size. 
00625-19169-600

(B) Ladies’ Epic Cap
This super comfortable, 100% 
washed cotton twill cap with 
unstructured, low profile fit features 
a self-adjust Velcro® closure. Snow. 
One size.
00625-19161-400

(C) Ladies’ Contrast Cap
Eye-catching accents make this  
chino cap a stylish choice, featuring  
a self-adjust Velcro® closure. 
White/Charcoal. One size.
00625-19170-000

(D) Driver Cap
A breathable polyester mesh cap 
with sporty black accents featuring 
unstructured styling and self-adjust 
Velcro® closure. Snow. One size.
00625-19160-900

Oakley CrossHair Sunglasses
A classic aviator with updated lens shape and contemporary detailing. 
They feature a lightweight alloy metal frame, polarized lens technology, 
case and cleaning cloth with Lexus logo.
00625-19165-200
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Callaway® Hyper-Lite 5 Stand Bag 
Organize your game with Callaway’s most popular stand bag. 
It is smartly designed with a five-way divider system and eight 
pockets for unbeatable storage, Xtra Traction Technology™ for 
greater turf contact and stability, and weighs less than 5 pounds. 
00625-19175-999

Callaway® Golf Shoe bag 
This lightweight shoe bag with a 
built-in padded divider keeps shoes 
scuff-free and organized. Built 
to last from highly durable nylon 
fabric, this bag features a top-grab, 
easy-to-carry handle. Black.
00625-19176-200

Odyssey White Hot  
Pro #1 Putter
Expertly engineered to sink more 
putts with the best feeling and most 
consistent White Hot insert ever 
created. This rounded heel-toe 
weighted blade putter has a  
crank-neck hosel and full-shaft 
offset, ensuring the performance 
elite players demand. 
00625-19176-099

Callaway® Big  
Bertha Driver
Big Bertha is faster and more robust 
with Callaway’s new Adjustable 
Perimeter Weighting to help optimize 
shot shape and trajectory. The 
placement of the system also gives 
the driver more stability through the 
swing. So epically long, it deserves 
to carry one of the most legendary 
names in golf.
00625-19176-199
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Puma® Golf Pullover 
Easy-on pullover combines UV protection with coolCELL climate 
control to keep you cool and dry. It’s made from a blend of polyester 
and Elastane French Terry. White. M-XXL.
00625-19174-29*

Ladies’ Puma® Wind Jacket
A lightweight layer to keep you shielded from the wind while giving 
you the flexibility to make par. It’s designed to be water resistant, 
durable and breathable. Made from 100% stretch polyester. 
White. S-XL.
00625-19176-68*

Titleist® NXT Tour
Designed to deliver outstanding 
distance and a commanding short 
game. One dozen. White.
00625-19176-300

Titleist® Pro V1
Exceptional distance, durability 
and performance elevate the  
Titleist® Pro V1 series from the 
rest. One dozen. White.
00625-19010-000

Callaway® X2 Hot Golf Balls
Heat up the golf course with each shot with the X2 Hot Golf Balls. 
Designed for golfers with moderate swing speeds of 90 mph and  
below, this three-piece ball features HEX Aerodynamics to optimize 
lift and drag. The Trionomer cover and fast tech mantle design 
produces maximum ball speed while providing incredible feel and 
control, both on long drives and short chip shots. Make the most of 
every shot by playing the Callaway® X2 Hot Golf Balls.
00625-19176-400
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Cigar Humidor 
Sophisticated, road-ready cigar humidor with 
high-quality leather exterior. It holds up to four 
cigars and includes its own cutter and humistat 
to keep the interior perfectly humid. Black.
00625-19174-700

Deluxe Cheese Board 
For inspired serving, a 
handcrafted slate cheese 
board with natural edges 
and stainless steel handles. 
It includes four serving tools 
and two soapstone pencils for 
identifying different cheese on 
the board. ¼” thick. Black.
00625-19175-000
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Belgian Chocolate Gift Box 
Chocolate truffles are brilliantly crafted 
with an artistic blend of pure Belgian 
chocolate and delicious fillings. This 
elegant box includes two pieces of a 
random assortment. 
00625-19174-699

Aroma Reed Diffuser Stick
Naturally fragrant aroma oil will refresh 
any area with no heat needed! The fiber 
rods gently diffuse the Cool Feel scent, 
a minty blend that cools and calms.
00625-19174-500
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Ladies’ Lexus  
Crystal Tee, White
A soft, classic tee in a flattering 
designer fit with a crystal Lexus 
logo centered right below the 
V-neck. 100% combed cotton. 
White. S-XL.
00625-19176-78*

Ladies’ Lexus  
Crystal Tee, Black
A soft, classic tee in a flattering 
designer fit with a crystal Lexus logo 
centered right below the V-neck. 
100% combed cotton. Black. S-XL.
00625-19176-88*

Ladies’ Weekender Polo 
Classic styling with clever modern 
updates, like shape-shifting darts, 
feminine cap sleeves and a tailored 
open neckline. Breathable cotton 
and polyester blend. White. S-XL.
00625-19176-98* 

Ladies’ Ice Polo
A cool look when the weather’s hot. 
This 100% polyester mesh polo fea-
tures open sleeves and a comfort-
able rib knit collar sure to keep the 
temperature at bay. Black. S-XL.
00625-19169-08*

LADIES
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Ladies’ Tulsa Jacket
A sports performance jacket with 
reflective piping and a zip-off ad-
justable hood for extra protection. 
It features water-resistant polyester 
with a hint of spandex for stretch. 
Slate. S-XL.
00625-19168-88*

Ladies’ Colorblock Jacket 
An ultra-comfortable favorite you’ll 
reach for when you need an extra 
layer of warmth. It’s sporty and solid, 
featuring an inside storm placket 
and chin guard. 100% polyester 
mélange interlock. Crystal Quartz/
Light Heather. S-XL.
00625-19176-58*

LADIES



Money Clip/Key Ring Gift Set
Coordinating silver-plated set with unique carbon  
fiber accents. Both the money clip and key ring feature 
a laser-engraved F logo.
00625-19170-300
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Madison Leather 
Key Ring 

This key ring is posh perfection 
with its genuine leather strap and 

sleek chrome finish. Features one fixed 
ring and one detachable ring for flexibility. 

Length: 3.5”.
00625-19173-500

Cambridge Key Ring 
Sharp and streamlined with three detachable sub-rings that 
easily separate from the main chrome hinged ring. Also 
includes handsome vinyl strap built for strength. Length: 3”.
00625-19173-400

Concerto Easy-open Key Ring 
Easy-open chrome key ring with slide-down 

function to facilitate adding and removing keys. 
Length: 2.5”.

00625-19173-700

Swivel Key Ring
Puts a new spin on driving. This 
shiny metal plate with faux leather 
accents twirls and swivels 360°. 
Length: 3.5”.
00625-19163-900

Parkside Key Ring 
A boldly beautiful key ring to match 
your modern style. Features a 
brushed metallic finish with chrome 
trim and a pull-twist mechanism 
with three detachable split rings. 
Length: 2”.
00625-19173-600

Metal Key Ring
Laser engraving stands out mag-
nificently on the dark metal plate. 
Also features innovative pull and 
twist mechanism. Length: 2.5”.
00625-19163-800

Sparkle Heart Key Ring
The epitome of luxury, this highly 
polished nickel key ring pairs a 
three-dimensional, glittering crystal 
heart charm with a smooth, laser-en-
graved Lexus logo tag. Length: 2.5”.
00625-19117-900 
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Paws Bear
Friendly, fun and fashionable in 
his tiny Lexus tee. Embroidered 
features. 9” sitting.
00625-19178-000

Tumbles Pup
This silky plush dog is guaranteed 
to produce smiles. Embroidered 
features. 9” sitting.
00625-19166-400

Silver-plated Piggy Bank 
The sweetest way to save. This silver-plated piggy bank is 
big on charm, with ample room to store your little one’s 
hard-earned coins. 
00625-19174-800
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Owl Backpack 
This whimsical pack easily holds all of the supplies your  
preschooler might need for a busy day of “work” and play.  
The mesh side pocket adjusts to fit a juice box or water  
bottle and comfy padded straps go easy on little shoulders!  
Lexus   on back of backpack.
00625-19177-800

Zebra Lunch Bag 
Soft, insulated lunch bag sized just right for little ones or a  
mom on-the-go with a baby in tow. The wipe-clean interior 
includes an inside mesh pocket for lunch money or ice pack.  
Lexus   on back of bag.
00625-19177-700
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Glass Mug 
Clear glass construction with  
timeless tapered design. It’s the 
perfect complement to the  
Hydration Bottle. Dishwasher  
safe. 13.5 oz.
00625-19171-800

Hydration Bottle  
With White Lid  
Elegant, ergonomic design meets 
impact-resistant durability. The 
hygenic push-button lid activates 
the pop-up sip spout. Features  
flip-up carrying loop for easy 
handling. Dishwasher safe. 22.oz. 
Clear.
00625-19172-400

Bio Venti 
A sleek and smart choice for  
the eco-conscious. Double-wall, 
biodegradable construction with 
a unique spill-proof lid that offers 
360-degree drinkability. Hand 
wash. 16 oz. Silver.
00625-19172-000

Contigo Westloop
Never spill again! Self-sealing lid 
technology prevents 100% of leaks. 
Double-wall, vacuum insulated, 
stainless steel design keeps  
beverages hot or cold for hours. 
Hand wash. 16 oz.
00625-19163-000
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H2GO Allure
Enjoy your favorite beverage  
any place, any time. This sleek, 
single-wall water bottle holds  
an impressive amount. Its  
easy-to-carry threaded lid and 
flip-up straw are handy fuss-free 
features. Hand wash. 28 oz.  
Matte Gray.
00625-19171-700

Galaxy Tumbler
Double-wall stainless steel  
tumbler with revolutionary no-spill 
technology. Its elf-sealing lid  
prevents 100% of leaks and it’s 
vacuum insulated to keep  
beverages hot or cold for hours. 
Hand wash. 16 oz.
00625-19172-200

Phantom Tumbler
Stainless steel tumbler with push-on 
lid and thumb-side closure. Unique 
carbon fiber design creates an 
intriguing optical effect. Hand wash. 
16 oz. Black.
00625-19172-100

Contigo Westloop,  
Gunmetal
Double-wall stainless steel tumbler 
with revolutionary no-spill  
technology. Self-sealing lid prevents 
100% of leaks. Vacuum insulated 
to keep beverages hot or cold for 
hours. Hand wash. 16 oz.
00625-19162-800
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Cutter & Buck® Pacific Roller Ball 
Slim and striking, this roller ball is adorned with an intricate 
chevron pattern against its stunning graphite finish. 
00625-19177-200

Jameson Roller Ball 
Impressive two-texture treatment ups the wow factor of this 
smooth-writing ballpoint pen. It’s the perfect blend of high 
shine and subtle sheen. 
00625-19177-400
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Lexus Stylus Pen
Classic stylus pen allows you to capture ideas 
whenever inspiration strikes. Transforms with a 
quick twist to a built-in ballpoint pen.
00625-19177-600

Luxe Bravado Ballpoint Stylus 
An ultra-convenient and elegant two-in-one solution.  
A soft, rubber stylus tip is integrated into the end cap  
and is compatible with any touch screen device. 
00625-19177-300

Cross® Tech3+
With a twist of the barrel, switch from black ink to red ink 
to pencil. The stylus tip works with all touch screen devices 
and the twist-off top reveals an eraser. Truly the modern-day 
multi-function solution.
00625-19177-000
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Executive Portfolio With Calculator 
Be boardroom ready in a snap! This elegant,  
executive-style portfolio is rich with a dual-display 
calculator, inside pocket with calendar, ballpoint 
pen and notepad. Black.
00625-19170-700

Aluminum Notebook
A noteworthy choice for the busy professional.  
Spiral-bound with 100 sheets of recycled, ruled 
paper. It features a silver alloy front and back cover. 
7” x 10” page size.
00625-19173-200

Hook USB Drive
High-speed flash drive instantly adds 4GB of storage 
space, with both PC and Mac device compatibility. 
Gift box included. Silver. 
00625-19171-000
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iPad® Mini Bluetooth® 
Keyboard 
Sturdy, aluminum cover doubles 
as a keyboard for comfortable 
typing on your iPad Mini, featuring 
built-in special-function keys 
for music and volume control, 
slideshows, plus home and search 
capability. USB charger included. 
Black.
00625-19170-400

iPad® Bluetooth® Keyboard
A protective powerhouse that functions as a cover and a keyboard for your iPad 2, iPad 
3 or iPad Air. The large, flat aluminum base steadies device on uneven surfaces.  
It features built-in keys for music, slideshows, home and search. USB charger included. 
Lexus linear logo above keyboard.
00625-19170-500
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Mobile Edge Backpack
This fully appointed backpack 
fits laptops up to 17.3 inches and 
a checkpoint-friendly design for 
faster airport screening. It’s also 
made with renewable resources, 
so it’s eco-friendly, too! Black. 
19”H x 14”W x 8”D.
00625-19161-800

Lexus Umbrella-to-go
Compact, go-anywhere umbrella stands up 
to the elements. Constructed from durable 
nylon with a sturdy, windproof steel frame, 
it has easy push-button operation and a 
rubberized comfort handle. Folds down to 
11”. Matching sleeve included. Black.
00625-19128-400

Cutter & Buck® Tour Deluxe Duffel 
This feature-rich duffel bag has a variety of dedicated 
pockets, including a tablet pocket lined with faux-fur 
for protection. It also includes a ventilated shoe 
pocket, mesh water bottle holder, a quick-access 
passport pocket and a removable shoulder strap. 
Black. 12”H x 22”W x 12”D.
00625-19173-000

(A) TUMI Slim Carry-on 
Elevate your travel experience with TUMI’s slim, two-wheeled carry-on. The main 
compartment expands by 2 inches and features a removable garment sleeve.  
Interior accessory pockets and large exterior pockets offer flexible storage space.  
It features a telescoping handle system. Black. 22”H x 16”W x 7”D.
00625-19172-999

(B) TUMI Travel Satchel 
This versatile, soft satchel in a smaller size is perfect for overnight or weekend travel. 
The roomy main compartment features a zippered pocket and key hook. It also 
features leather-wrapped carry handles and a removable, adjustable shoulder  
strap. Made from TUMI’s signature ballistic nylon. Black. 12.5”H x 18”W  
x 8.75”D.
00625-19172-899
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Picnic Cooler for Two
A go-anywhere picnic pack complete with place settings for two. The divided insulat-
ed cooler has separate sections for wine and food, includes a corkscrew, cheese knife, 
acrylic wine glasses, melamine plates, napkins and stainless steel flatware. Lexus 
stacked logo in black on front of front pocket. Black.
00625-19175-100

Lexus Picnic Blanket
Perfect for outdoor events! Just 
grab and go. This 100% polyester 
fleece blanket with foam padding 
and water-resistant backing 
has a convenient top carrying 
handle. Black. 48” x 54”. 
00625-19174-900

Eco Fleece Car Blanket
A warm and fuzzy way to show eco 
stewardship. This fleece blanket  
is made from 100% recycled  
polyester and comes rolled with  
gift tie. Black. 50” x 60”. 
00625-19151-000
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Cityscape Tote 
A fashion-forward, croc-embossed 
vinyl tote lined with silky black 
monochromatic leopard print. 
Features ample room for all your 
important belongings and long,  
thin black leatherette handles  
and magnetic closure. Black.  
14”H x 17”W x 5”D.
00625-19170-100

Tailored Travel Tote
A clean-cut microfiber bag with 
quilt-stitch side panels, magnetic 
closure, security snaps, and  
interior zippered pocket and  
mesh water bottle holder. Black. 
13”H x 17”W x 4”D.
00625-19162-000

 Trunk Organizer
An extra-large, three-compartment collapsible organizer keeps things 
neat and ready-to-go. Also includes five side pockets for extra storage and 
a removable 28-can insulated cooler. Black. 28”W x 14”H x 10”D.
00625-19154-200
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(A)  F SPORT Notebook  
 with Pen 
This perfectly portable note-taking 
companion features a unique elastic 
cover loop to keep the matching 
pen in place when not in use.  
70 ruled sheets. Black. 7” x 5”.
00625-19170-800

(B) F SPORT Tumbler
Stainless steel tumbler with 
contemporary shape will keep 
you sipping in style with a snap-on, 
drink-through lid. 16 oz. Silver.
00625-19171-900

F SPORT  
Performance Watch
Sleek and built for performance, 
custom watch has a brushed steel 
case, luminous print minute track 
and hands, and black leather band. 
Water resistant.
00625-20004-900

(C) F SPORT AMERICANO
Stainless steel, double-wall thermal 
tumbler with vacuum insulation to 
ensure beverages stay hot or cold, 
and screw-on lid with rotation lock 
to prevent spills. Hand wash. 16 oz.
00625-20006-400

(D) F SPORT Metro Pen
A classic silhouette with two-piece 
construction and spring-action clip 
to enhance durability.
00625-19177-500

(A)

(B) (C)

(D)
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(C)

(D)

(A) F SPORT Explorer Jacket
Quality soft shell jacket with a unique 
embossed design and full-zip front.  
Constructed from breathable and  
water-resistant polyester. Charcoal. 
M-XXL.
00625-19174-39*

(B) F SPORT Amplify Tee 
A comfortable and casual, 100% cotton 
T-shirt for easy on-the-go style. Features 
a large F SPORT logo on the front with a 
Lexus logo on back neck. Grey. M-XXL.
00625-19175-79*

(C) F SPORT Flat Bill 
This rugged polyester and spandex blend 
cap is built for performance and the flat 
visor can be shaped to your liking. Black. 
Universal flex-fit. SM-MED (6-7/8-7-3/8) 
or LG-XL (7-3/8-8).
00625-19172-500 

(D) F SPORT Heathered Tee 
Heathered tees are where it’s at and this 
one leads the way. Featuring preshrunk 
cotton and a polyester jersey blend. 
Charcoal Heather. M-XXL.
00625-20006-19*
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F SPORT



Lexus License  
Plate Gift Set
Let your Lexus pride shine through 
with this stainless-steel license plate 
frame, with matching tire valve stem 
cap covers and key tag. Hardware 
is included for easy, do-it-yourself 
installation. 
00625-19172-700

F SPORT License  
Plate Frame Set
The perfect finishing touch for your 
F SPORT! This glossy, all-stainless 
steel license plate frame and  
tire valve cap covers come  
with hardware included for easy, 
do-it-yourself installation.
00625-20007-400

F SPORT Key Ring
Solid metal key ring with laser 
engraving makes a bold statement 
with an innovative pull and twist 
mechanism. 2 ”h x 1”w.
00625-19173-800
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F SPORT



F SPORT Speedster Wall Clock
An exciting piece for the auto enthusiast! Twelve Allen cap screws affix the 
clock face to the rotor and double as hour markers. Operates on a single 
AA battery. Quartz operation. 
00625-19171-500
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F SPORT



Lexus Holiday  
Snow Globe
A truly unique gift to celebrate 
Lexus ownership. A holiday scene 
that showcases the Lexus NX  
with the iconic Lexus red bow. No 
need to shake an automatic blower  
kicks up snow while playing the 
“December to Remember” jingle. 
Available mid-November 2014.
00625-19178-500Glass Ribbon Ornament

Beautifully breathtaking, this glass-blown ornament 
encases a vibrant red bow. A pewter-finish stand  
allows you to display the ornament proudly on a 
mantle or shelf. Available November 2014.
00625-19178-600
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DECEMBER TO REMEMBER



The Iconic Lexus Red Bow
Celebrate the “December to Remember” Sales Event this 
Holiday Season! Give that special someone the gift they’ve 
always wanted, and make this December one to remember.
00625-19169-200
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